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The notion of s-d ring was introduced in [5]. A s-d ring is an algebra with a 
semiderivation and semiintegration. Deteals and inteals are ideals closed 
under those operations respectively. The study of s-d rings has centered on their 
inteal structure, but the original conception of a semiderivation is found in 
[4], where, for a couple [I?, m], a canonical d-ring is constructed with ring of 
constants the m-adic completion of R, ntfi. The purpose of this paper is to 
study the relations between inteal structures of a s-d ring and its (ttt)-adic 
completion. As an application, we explore the inteal structure of the s-d ring 
over i2, and then use our relations to study the inteal structure of a (p)-adic 
completion. For more details, refer to the following introduction. 
The reader should refer to [4-71 for definitions. Let R be commutative with 
a 1, m an ideal (finitely generated). Form !# = ((a) = (a,, , a,, a2 ,. . .) j ai E R} 
with component-wise addition and multiplication from R, then factor out 
S(m) = {(a) 1 Vi, %(a, i) such that j 2 ~(a, i) -+ aj E mi>. If we define 
6: %/%(m)-+%/%(m)by6(a,, a,, u~,...)=(u,,u,-us,u,-ur,...)onarepre- 
sentative of (a) in ‘3, and then consider (%/‘%(m))l = {u 1 a E ‘S/‘%(m), 3n 
such that P(u) = 0}, we have a d-ring, whose ring of constants is “,8, the 
m-completion of R. This much is done in [4]; unfortunately, the idea of 
semiintegration proposed there is indefinite. Our first task is to construct a 
definite semiintegration s, after which we describe the completion of (‘S/%(m)), 
with respect to (nt) in 93/%(m) as a s-d ring (d, however, is no longer finite as 
in [5, Condition 1.51). We then find that the inclusion morphism of a s-d ring 
into its completion preserves inteals, thus giving a correspondence theory 
for open inteals paralleling that of open ideals. Lastly, we make a study of 
prime norm inteals of 2& , the s-d ring over the integers, finding that to 
each prime p there are two infinitely descending chains of irreducible inteals 
of norm (p), the first inteals in each chain being the only ones prime. In 
moving to the (p)-completion, we find the open inteal structure to consist of 
exactly two such chains, completely described by the aforementioned inteal 
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correspondence theory. In the process of completing a d-ring, we find that 
our d is no longer finite and so we lose the representation of an element in 
terms of finitely nonzero basis representations (compare to polynomials 
vs series), and so must adopt a basis independent description of the norm of 
an inteal. Our tool here is the “associated automorphism” developed along 
with other needed properties in the following preliminaries. 
This paper generalizes a portion of the author’s doctoral dissertation [3]. 
1. PRELIMINARIES 
Let (‘$I, s, , d,) -+9 (B, sb , db), where g is a ring homomorphism such that 
g o s, = s,, o g, g o da = db o g describe the objects and morphisms of the 
category AasSd of s-d rings. 
PROPERTY 1. A (deteal) contained in ‘% implies the canonical vA: ‘$I -+ ‘%/A 
is a morphism in AS,d . 
PROPERTY 2. All s-d rings with isomorphic rings of constants are s-d 
isomorphic. 
The proofs are straightforward. Property 2 implies that all s-d rings in an 
isomorphism class may be represented by a canonical s-d ring ‘$I, formed by 
adjoining to a suitable ring of constants R, the indeterminates {x,=1, x1, x2 ,...}, 
with d(x,+l) = xi = s(xiel), xixj = C c&x, as in [6]. 
Let (‘$I, s, d) be given, form h = i - d (i = identity map). 
PROPERTY 3. h E Aut((%, s, d), (‘$I, s’, d)). 
PROPERTY 4. If h is a R-algebra automorphism of a R-algebra %, then 
d = i - h satisfies conditions 2, 3, and 4 of a semiderivation. 
The proofs are straightforward. 
DEFINITION. h = i - d is called the automorphism associated to d. 
2. CONSTRUCTION OF A s-d RING OF CANONICAL REPRESENTATIVES OF(%/N)~ 
Let N = {(a,) 1 3n such that ai = 0 for i > n}, then 6(N) C N, so that 
(WO = ((4 I (a) B ‘WN @(4 = 0, f or some n} is a d-ring. We will use 
this ring as a tool in showing (‘S/%(m)), t o b e a s-d ring and also in describing 
the completion of (%/%(m)), with respect to (%X/%(m))t where m = 
((mJ ) ~YZ$ E m} C ‘%. We first need to show how (‘B/N), is a s-d ring. 
481/42/I-X0 
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Let (a) E (%/%), , then 3 minimal m such that P(a) = 0. P(u) = 0 implies 
for each representative (4) of (CZ) 3n > m such that Vz’ 2 n, 
in R. Thus, for i sufficiently large iii = Cz, (-l>j+r(y) biwj , and di+ = 
2:;’ ( -l>i+m+l(y) 4,-j . Let i - m = k, then k > n - m implies 
k=O 
(*) 
We use (*) to form our representative of (a) in %. Let ui = di for i > n. 
By (*), ui is determined by ui+l, u~+~,..., ai+“. Let 
nz-1 
u7hl = 1 (-l)jfm+l f p+n-l-j, 
j=O 
0 
(p-2 = z: (-l)i+m+i (7) um+n-w ,..., uo = z: (-1) j+m+l (7) u-j. 
In addition, we need: a-1 = cc;’ (- l)f+m+l(‘J) P-1-j, and 
m-1 
a-2 = 
z. (-lY+m+l (7) am--2-i. 
We now have a representative (~2) = (u”, al, u2,...) of(u) which belongs to ‘8, 
such that, using u-l, a-2, the following equivalent relations are true 
(i > m - 2, k > -2): 
go (-l)j (7) d-j = 0. 
m-1 
ak = c (-l)j+"+l ; @+k-is 
j=O 0 
(1) 
(11) 
(III) 
Now (II) implies each ui determined by previous m entries of (ai), and (III) 
implies each us determined by the next m entries, which shows the construc- 
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tion independent of choice of (a,), since any other choice will be cofinally the 
same. By degree (u) = m - 1, we mean F(u) = 0, minimal. 
PROPERTY 1. (I), (II), and (III) hold for (a) of degree m - i if we replace m 
by 1 >, m. 
A proof, by induction on 1 > m, for any of the relations is easily formulated. 
DEFINITION 1. Let C = {(ai) / (ai) = (a-r, u”, d, d,...) for some 
(4 E ww~ 
To define a d-map on C, let &((a-l, u”, al, $,...)) = (a-l - u-~, aa - u-l, 
1 a - a 0 2 , a - a’,...). That S,(C) C C will follow from further properties, but 
first we show 6, obeys Condition 3. 
PROPERTY 2. Assuming component-wise addition and multiplication of 
sequences in C, S,((u”)(V)) = (ai) S,(b”) + (b*) S,(ui) - S,(ui) S,(U). 
Proof. Compute and simplify, for i >, -1, the right side of the equation. 
PROPERTY 3. 01 E R, (ui) E C, then ((Mz)~) = a(~~), also (CUZ-” = o~a-~. 
Proof. In(%/Q, U(U) = ( CYU , so ) 3 n such that for i > n, OLU~ = (MZ>~. Let 
n be minimal, then by (III), 
m-1 
(OIu)"-l = 1 (-1)j+m+1 3 (&qn+n-l-j = y(++m+l(;, &n+n-1-j 
j=o 0 CO 
( 
m-1 
=a c (-l)i+m+l f &n+n-1-j 
0 
= &p--l, 
j=O 1 
but n was minimal, so n = -2. 
PROPERTY 4. (d + bi) = ((a + b)i) E C, a-2 + b-2 = (u + b)-2. 
PROPERTY 5. C is closed under h,: (u-l, u”, a1 ,...) + (u-~, u-r, ua ,...) and 
h;l: (u-l, uo, al,...) -+ (u”, al, u2 ,... ). 
The technique used in Property 3 may be used in proving both these 
statements. Property 5 implies ((h(u))i) = h,(&), and ((h-r(a))i) = h;l(ai). 
PROPERTY 6. S,(C) = C, in fact, S,(ui) = ((S(u))i). 
Proof. S,(d) = (d) - h,(d) = (a”) - ((h(u))i) = (u - h(u)>” = 
((S(U))~) E C, so S,(C) C C. Now for (ai) E C, let (b) E (‘8/N), such that 
S(b) = (a), then ((S(b))i) = (ai), but ((S(6))“) = (S,(@)) from the above. 
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PROPERTY 7. If, formally, for (a,, , a, , a2 ,...) any representative of 
(4 E Pvw, J we construct a-l, a-2 (using ai instead of a”), and then 
6,(a-l, a,, a, ,...) = (a-i - u-~, a, - a-l, a, - a,, ,...) E C, then 
(a-l, a, , a, ,...) = (a-l, ao, al ,...) E c. 
The technique used in proving Property 3 may be used here. 
PROPERTY 8. C is multiplicatively closed, in fact (ai) = ((ab)i). 
Proof. By induction on K = deg(a) + deg(b). If (a), (6) are both constants, 
ai = LY, bi = /3, and (ab)” = +I = aibi follows easily from the definition. Now 
suppose (ai) = ((ab)i) f or all (a), (b) with deg(u) + deg(b) < k. Pick 
(ai), (bi) such that deg(u) + deg(b) = k, then S,((ai)(bi)) = (ai) 6,(bi) + 
(bf) S,(ai) - &(a”) S,(&) = ((aS(b))i) + ((bS(a))i) - ((S(a) 6(b))i) = ((S(ab))q = 
6,((~6)~) by Property 6. Since S,((ai)(bi)) = &((ab)i) E C, by Property 7, 
both (ai) and (ab)i) belong to C. Representing the same element in 
(g/N), , they are cofinally the same, and, since in C, equal. 
PROPERTY 9. C is a d-ring and the association of (a) to (a-l, a”, al,...) is 
a 6-6, isomorphism onto. 
Proof. It is clear that as a map the association is l-l onto, the rest follows 
from the previous properties. 
DEFINITION 2. For (a) E PW$ , (d) E C, let o(a) = ul(ui) = 
(a-l, a-l, a-r,...) E R (the appropriate ring of constants). 
PROPERTY 10. o, ur are ring homomorphisms, constant on R. 
Proof. Follows from Property 8. 
DEFINITION 3. For (a) E (%/IV), , (ai) E C, let s(u) = (a’) - ~(a’), 
J1(ai) = (ai)’ - 1( u (ad)‘) where s(a’) = (a), a,((~~)‘) = (ai). 
BY Prow-v 10, J, Jl are s-maps, making (%/A$ and C s-d rings. 
PROPERTY Il. (s/N), and C are s-d isomorphic. 
Proof. ((J(a))i) = ((a’)i) - ((u(a’)i) = (UC)’ - a,@~) = J1(a”). 
PROPERTY 12. sl(a-l, a”, al, a2 ,...) = (0, a”, a1 + a”, a2 + a1 + a0 ,...) E C. 
Proof. We show (0, a”, u1 + a”, a2 + a1 + a0 ,...) E C. First let (bJ E % 
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where bi = ai + ai-l + *.. + a”, then construct, formally, as in Property 7, 
6-l, Zr2. It is an easy exercise to show b-l = 0, k2 = a-l. Now 
6,(6-l, 6, ) 6, ) b, ,...) = (u-1, ao, al, u2 )...) E c, 
so (b-l, b, , b, , b, ,...) = (0, u”, a1 + u”, u2 + u1 + a0 ,...) E C; furthermore, 
it may function as (ai)‘, and ~(0, u”, a1 + a”, u2 + a1 + uO,...> = 0, so 
Jl(ui) = (0, u”, a1 + a”, a2 + u1 + a0 ,... ). 
With the last property, x0 = (I, 1, 1, 1, I,... ), 
x1 = s 
x0 
= (0, 1, 2, 3, 4 ,...) ,..*, x, = I x,-i 1 1 
=(O,l,(yj ,...) (“f3 ,... j )... 
form a s-d basis of C as in [5], and under our s-d isomorphism, their images 
(x0), (xl), (~a) ,..., (x,J ,... form a s-d basis in (‘S/N), . 
3. (‘%/'9@t))f AND ITS COMPLETION WITH RESPECT TO (m/%)j. 
Let % = a, , the canonical s-d ring over R, with s-d basis {xi> (i.e., 
s(xi-i) = xi , ztxj = C OL&X, as in the proof of [6, Theorem 11). Define 
T: ‘%+ ‘S/N by writing an element a = C,“=, olixi as a row vector 
(010 I 011 7 a2 ,-**, %I, 0, O,...) and acting on a with the matrix (a,,,), al,,, = (m:‘), 
regarding the result as an element of ‘B and factoring out the ideal N. 
PROPERTIES 1. al-,,, = al,,, - a,,,-, , al., = u,,~. 
2. T is a s-d isomorphism into. 
3. im(T) = (S/N), = ((a) E ‘S/N j 3n with 29(a) = O}. 
Proofs. Property 1 is trivial. For Property 2, additivity follows from the 
fact that T is essentially a matrix action on two modules, so also T will be 
multiplicative if T(q) T(x,) = T(x,..q). Now T(x,) T(q) = (1, a,,,~,,, , 
4,2%,2 9e.e ) since multiplication in 9l is componentwise. Let r < t, then 
T(x,.xJ = T(C:t: c&xJ = (C ait , C ~l$z~,~ ,C &as,2 ,,..). We need the 
following lemma to show that cl:“, c&u~,~ = 4,zat.z * 
LEMMA . mist = c&tt, + a:::,, - &+l. 
Proof of Lemma. sd(s(u) s(b)) = s(u) s(b) - u(s(u) s(b)) = s(a) s(b), so 
s(u) s(b) = s(d(s(u) s(b)) = s(ar(b) + 6s(a) - ab). Letting u = x, , 6 = xt and 
equating coefficients of the xi , we get our result. 
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Now using this lemma, C (Y$z,,~ = ar,lat,2 follows by induction on the 
indices 1, Y, and t. 
Next, suppose T(a) = 0 in S/N, then 3j such that Vk 3 j, 
Solving this system of equations, we conclude a = 0, T l-l. 
Lastly, T 0 d = 6 0 T and TO s = J o T are easily verified. 
To prove Property 3, im(T) C (S/N), follows from Property 2. To show 
(S/N), C im( T), let (a) E ?X/N such that S%(a) = 0, then Sn-l(a) E R. 6 S/N 
(R, = {(oL, OL, CY. ,.. ) 1 OL E R} C 93, R. m R,/N m R). R, = T(R), so @l(a) = 
T(ar,) for some or, E R C Vl and @-‘(a - T(ol,x,)) = 0, and similarly 
W2(a - T(ol,x,)) = T(ccn-J E R implies W2(a - T(cx~x, + ol,+,x,-,)) = 0, 
etc., until finally a - T(cc,x, + LX~-~X,-~ + ..* + LX,,) = 0. 
For a couple [R, m], form couples [R/mi, m/m”] with canonical epimor- 
phisms Q: R/mj -+ R/l?+, then form, exactly analogous to ‘$I and N, !I& and 
Ni , with viSi: RJN, -+ ‘Si/‘Si the extensions of the vui,j . Let Si , Ji be the 
semiderivations and semiintegrations corresponding to 6 and J, and 
Tit a~/tn ( -+ %i/Ni correspond to T. Let 21i = %a,,< . 
PROPERTY 4. Forj > i, 
ui,j 
z - 2lj 
i 1 
Ti Tj  
(9&/N,), d= (Sj/Nj), 
commutes. 
The proof is straightforward. 
To connect (‘%i/Ni), with (%/%(m))r , we note this ring is contained in ,‘& 
identified in the following proposition. Let 9&(m) = {(a) / (a) E % and 3vi(U) 
such that Vj 3 vi(a), aj E mi}. 
PROPOSITION 1. As rings, cm@ = J&I 9& M lim im(TJ M ,,,h = 
{(a) E %/S(m) 1 Vi 3ni such that S*(a) E 81S(m)/%(m) jGfi > n3 C %/S(m). 
Proof. The first two isomorphisms follow from the remarks in the 
preliminaries, and Properties 2. 3. and 4 above. By c,,,j@ we mean &JI S&/(m)%, 
where by (m), we mean the ideal closure of m in ‘5X. We will show ,,,% M (+,,@ 
by showing it satisfies the universal mapping property (U.M.P.) with respect 
to @ im(TJ. Let wi: B + im(Ti) such that yi,i 0 wj = wt , and define 
ui: m !Jl -+ im(TJ by the composition ,$I +fi !R/%(m)/%~(m)/%(m) and then 
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im(fJ --f B im(T<) in the obvious way. We have vi,j 0 ui = Ui , and need only 
show 3 (uniquely) w: B + ,,,& such that ui 0 w = wi for all i. 
Let w(b) = n U?lWi(b). We first wish to find what w(a) looks like. Since 
Tcl o ui = Tcl o q3 o uj = qi o T;’ o ui for each i, 
w,(b) = Ti(c$ + ... + G~psi)(cy; E R/m”), 
SO that for all j > i, Ti(vi,d(%’ + *.. + E&+J) = Ti(Ed + *** + $.~ki>. 
Starting from i = 1, using OZ~ to represent the sbi, construct an element 
(4 = 0%’ + ... + 4,) oLo2 + ... + (k, + 1)& )..., 
and we claim (a) = (a’) (mod s(m)) E ,% and is our w(b). First, (a) E ,,,‘$I, 
because for every ;, j 3 i, &j “maps onto” ski in R/mi, so 3n, such that for 
n > ni , P(a) E Y&(m) so in %/W(m), @(a) E %i(m)/%(??t). 
Next we show (a) E z&w,(b) f or all i. Apply Us to (a). For ltl 3 i, the coor- 
dinates of any representative of (a) are congruent mod mi to 
aoi + qmolli + ... + ani,d$ ,
now with [a] E R/mi, we see 
u,(a) = ([%)’ + ... + &,] ,..., [OIJ + a,*jali + ..- + an,,& ,...) 
= r&q;+ .*. + ol,i,x,,) = Wi(b). 
Thus (u) E n Ui’Wi(b) # O. 
If (a’) # (u) also belongs to n u;rw,(b), then, since n ‘3(m) = W(m), 
3i such that ui(a’) # ~~(a), but both must equal w(b). Contradiction! Thus 
w(b) is well defined. 
To show u) a ring homomorphism, we need only show w(a) w(b) E 
n u;lw,(ab). For all i, z+(w(u) w(a)) = wi(ab), and since w(ub) is a singleton 
set, w(u) w(b) = w(d). Similarly, w(u + b) = w(u) + W(b), W(m) = aW(U). 
To show w unique, let w be such that w(b) # w’(b) for some b, then 
44 - ~‘(4 $ WWW) f or some i, so ui(w(b)) # u,(w’(b)), but both 
equal w,(b). Contradiction, U.M.P. holds for ,,‘%, so ,‘#I M ~,,,$%. 
PROPOSITION 2. (%/!JI(m)), C ,$I is a s-d ring. 
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Proof. Containment is clear, that (%/8(m)), is a s-d ring follows from the 
fact that all of the rings in Proposition 1 satisfy all of the axioms of a s-d ring 
except Condition 5, the finiteness of d. In each case the d and s maps are the 
indirect limits of those maps on the rings involved, and the isomorphisms are 
(again barring Condition 5) s-d isomorphisms. (!R/%(m)), is then a s-d ring 
in the full sense, s and d being the restrictions of corresponding maps on 
wwd~ 
4. INTEAL CORRESPONDENCE BETWEEN '58 AND (mJ@ 
There is a correspondence theory for open ideals, we not only expand it to 
inteal correspondence, we do it in such a way that corresponding inteals have 
corresponding norms (see [7]). 
DEFINITION 1. A weak s-d ring is a ring which satisfies Conditions l-4 
(see [5, l]), has a s-map, and satisfies: 
5’: h = i - d is l-l and onto. 
PROPOSITION 1. T = u 0 h-l for any s-d ring. 
Proof. Check on any basis element, 
DEFINITION 2. A weak s-d ring has a T-map, r = u 0 h-l. 
We have inteals and deteals in weak s-d rings, and there need be no change 
in the definition of norm of an inteal A, d = o(A) * T(A), still an ideal in R. 
Our convention will be that (,,,@ = lim %/(m>i, f ,  d, A, B, + (=6 0 h-l) the 
indirect limits of the corresponding si , di , etc.: rrC/(m)i + ‘%/(m>i, where 
(‘$ s, d) is our s-d ring over R, m C R an ideal. 
PROPERTY 1. (,,,)a is a weak s-d ring, with ring of constants R. 
Proof. Straightforward, using indirect limit arguments. Notice the onto- 
ness of d does not survive the indirect limit process, but R does satisfy 
Condition 5’. 
Let v: 9I -+ (,,,)a be the monomorphism arising from vi: ‘3 + %/(m)i in the 
limit. 
PROPERTY 2. v  is a strict s-d monomorphism and v(a) is dense in 
~,,,j& v(R) is dense in ,,$. 
Proof. Most of this is known for rings in general (see [9]), and since the 
vi are s-d preserving, v  will be too. 
Let Cl stand for topological closure. 
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THEOREM 1. There is a l-l inclusion preserving correspondence between 
open inteals of ‘$l and open inteals of (,,,)‘$i given by A C ‘3 + A = 
CI{V(A)} C cm@, B C (&8 --f v-l(B) C 9l and under this correspondence, 
A = a C R i$f ,8 = d C mR (i.e., the correspondence is norm-compatible). 
Proof. The correspondence is well known for the open ideals of ‘%, 
(,$i. We show Cl(@)) is an inteal. Let ci E Cl{v(A)}, then 3{aJ C A such 
that {v(ai)} + r?. {v(ai)} Cauchy in (,)a -+ {ui} Cauchy in 2l. (my inteal 
implies if ai - uj E (m)n, then s(q) - s(q) = s(ai - aj) E (m)n, which 
implies (s(ai)} Cauchy in ‘2l, and Y strict implies {v(s(ai))> Cauchy in ~,,,,a, 
but v(s(q)) = f(v(ui)) implies {s”(v(ai))} Cauchy in (,,,#i, and s continuous 
(s((m>“) C (m)n) implies E(u) = lim s”(v(q)) E CI{V(A)}. Now suppose 
B C c,,,,@ is an inteal, then a E v-l(B) implies v(u) E B, so s”(v(a)) = y(s(a)) E B 
implies s(a) E v-l(B). 
Lastly, the correspondence is norm-compatible, Suppose 
2 = a(A) . T(A) CR, 
we claim 6(Cl{vA)}) * +(Cl{u(A))) = Cl{v(o(A) * T(A))) C ,%. First, since 6, +, 
and multiplication are continuous, 
6(C1{+4)}) * +(Cl{v(A)}) c CI(B(l+4))} . Cl{+(A))} 
c CI{B(u(A)) * -i(u(A))} = Cl{v(a(A) * T(A))}. 
Also, C1{6(Cl(u(A))) * +(Cl{@)})} r) Cl{v(a(A) . T(A))), so we need only show 
d(cl{~(A)}) . +(Cl{v(A)}) closed. Now Cl{v(A)} is, by the correspondence of 
open ideals, open, and so, Cl{QI)} r) (tit)” = (Cl$(m)}~ for some n, and 
tft” C B((fip) implies B open as well as continuous, so that ci(Cl{u(A)}) is open 
and so 6(Cl{v(A)}) . +(Cl{v(A)} is also open, but since this is an ideal, it is also 
closed. 
5. PRIME NORM INTEALS IN aIz 
[8, Theorem IV] states that to each prime p EZ there are two distinct 
properly descending chains of multiplicatively irreducible inteals of norm (p) 
and that only the first element of each of these chains is prime. We give here 
an earlier version of that theorem (proved the first time in [3]) with an 
essentially different characterization of the chains of inteals. We also show 
them to be principal and give explicit generators for each using our termi- 
nology. 
Let A be an inteal in 2lz such that A = (p) for some prime p E Z. We say 
A is of Class I if u(A) = (l), and T(A) = (p), otherwise it is of Class II. We 
first characterize Class I inteals. 
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DEFINITION 1. a~~~isa1-pelementif0(u)=-&l,7(a)=&~. 
DEFINITION 2. a E 9& , let a, = (i - ~)‘(a), r = 0, 1,2 ,..., i the identity 
map. 
PROPERTIES 1. a, = (4-l), = (47-l . 
2. ( ),. is a R-homomorphism commuting with s. 
3. (ub), = h(a)bl + (d(a)b,), , h the associated automorphism to d. 
Proofs. Properties 1 and 2 are obvious; for Property 3 use [5, Formula (F)]. 
DEFINITION 3. ys: ‘+Xx -+ 9Xz9 the canonical surjection, a 1 - p represen- 
tation of u, is any 1 - p element a,, E y;‘(y9(ar)). 
These are not uniquely determined, nor do they necessarily exist. We 
single out the l,, element 
i,* = Y (-lY (1) xi + (-I)‘(1 + (-l)Tp)x, . 
i=O 
DEFINITION 4. Define rDrn: ‘QIx + Z, for m = 0, l,.., by 7pm (a = 
CysO a&d) = &II 1 i & in Z, . 
PROPERTIES 4. r9,,, are algebra homomorphisms. 
5. T9m-l(U) = T@&P&-~m--l). 
Proofs. Property 4: rgm linear, it suffices to show 
Tpm(xixj) = Tpm(Xi) . T,m(Xj)9 
or, equivalently, 
btTeiwy,” (mod pm)/ (mod p). 
We will use that ai”j = (-l>i+i+s(s~i)(j”) from proof of [7, Lemma 11, 
and a result of Lucas’ (see [l]): for s = sopk + sIpk-l + ..- + sk , 
j  =jOpk + ‘.. +jk, 
(j) = (z) (2) .*. (2) (modp). 
First we show if pm j s and j + 0 (modpm), then (j”) = 0 (modp). Now 
j > s implies & = 0, so we assume j. < so, ji # 0 for some i > k - m, and 
then 
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Similarly, if j = 0 (modp”) and i + 0 (modpnz), then for p” 1 s, (,!J = 0 
(modp), and so, if i = j = 0 is not true, Cprni, aij = 0 (modp). 
Now suppose i zj z 0 (modp;). Using Lucas’ result, if s + 0 (modpm) 
then (Y;~ z 0 (mod p). But C:zj a$ = ‘(xi) * ‘(xi) = I, so eliminating 
s + 0 (modpl”),x,,I, c& = 1 (modp). 
Property 5: Calculate modulo 
p : aDm-pm-l (i _ ,)P"-'~P-lya) 
9-l 
= (i - sfl “I-l)“-l(a) z 1 W-‘(a) E 1 C d.x. _ 
60 i (i 3 ++J 
@odd (a = g wj). 
Now 
DEFINITION 5. A,0 = 91z , A,, = {a I a E AS,4 , 7&aTl) = 0}, I = 1,2 ,..., 
where pm-r < r < pm and rr = pm - r. 
PROPERTIES 6. a, E A9r+l zjf a E A,, . 
7. A,, is an inteal. 
Proof. Property 6 is straightforward, using induction on r and Property 5. 
7: We first show A is an intule by induction. ADo = ‘%r is an intule, 
assume A,,-1 is an intule. I f  a, b E Ap,, then a - b E A,,+ and TDm((a - 6),1) = 
:$$rJ - +@r,) = 0. T o s h ow A,, is closed under semiintegration, let 
9’ 7 then s(a) E A,,-, and we need only show Tpm((s(a))rI) = 0 where 
pm-l < r <pm, Y, = pm - r. a E A,* -+ r,,,(a,.,) = 0, a E A,?-1 -+ ~Dm(arzl = 0, 
and s(a) E A,,-1 (induction) + TDm((s(a))T,) = 0 where pm’-1 < r - 1 < pm, 
r2 = pm’ - (r - 1). apI, = aT - &.,) = a, - (s(a)),, , so TDm((s(a)),J = 
Tp+rl) - T21m(a71+1 ) = -T9m~a,l+I). Supposk pm-l + 1 < Y < pn, then 
pm-l<r-I <pm, andm=m’.r,=p”-randr,=pm’-(r-l) = 
p” - Y + 1 --f rl + 1 = r2 , so in this case T&(s(a)),l> = -TDm(U,l+l) = 
-rDm,(aF,) = 0. If  r = pm-r + 1, then r - 1 = pm-1 = pm’ + m - 1 = m’, 
r1 =p” -pm-1 - 1, and r2 = 0. In this case, T+((s(a)),l) = -Tpm(Ur,+l) = 
-T~~(~,~-,~-I) = -T,m’(U,z) = 0. This shows A,, is an intule. We next 
show that A,, is also an ideal, by induction on Y. ADo = ‘$lz is an ideal, 
assume Aas is an ideal for s < Y, we show A,, is an ideal. Let c E ‘%r , a E A,?. 
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Case 1. r = pm for some m: rl = 0, so 
T,dca),) = T,&a> = TJC) Tpm(a) = 0, 
and caEA Dpm by induction. 
Case2. r=p”-I:rl=l,and~,,(a,)=O,so 
~,&4) = T~~(~(c)) Tpm(al) + TpmWWIM = Tpm(WM). 
Now aI = a - s(a) is also in AD,,-, , and the degree of d(c) is less than the 
degree of c, so we may repeat the argument to eventually get that T9m((Ca)l) = 0. 
Case3. r=pm--t,O<t<pnS- pm-l. Case 2 serves as the first step 
of induction on t. Here ri = t. We assume T,,((h(c)a,),-,) = 0, since, by 
Property 6, a, E AsPm-t+l . Now (4 = (h(c)alLl + (WQ , so 
TpW>d = ~pawlM 
and since a, E A pm-t , we get, by reducing the degree as above, T9m((Ca)t) = 0. 
ADr intule and ideal -+ A,? is an inteal. 
We are now ready to characterize all inteals in %r with prime norm of 
Class I. 
THEOREM 2. If A is an inteal with prime norm of Class I in 21z, then 
A = A,? for some r. These inteals form a properly descending chain of multi- 
plicatively irreducible inteals of which only A,1 is prime. For any r, the index of 
A,, in 2&, is pc, Apr is a principal inteal, generated by any of the 1 - p elements 
of ADr not in A,,cI , specijkally, A,? = (i,,)*. 
Proof. By [7, L emma 11, we may reduce coefficients modp in our argu- 
ments. Also, by [7, Theorem 31, A irreducible implies A is irreducible. A,, 
is a prime norm inteal of Class I, since by Property 6, 1 E A,0 = ‘%, implies 
iDr E A,, . A,? C ADI implies T(A,,) C (p), but r(i,,) = p, so T(A,,) = (p). 
u(i,,) = 1 implies a(A,,) = (1). Since its norm is irreducible, so is A,, . 
That A,* 1 A,,+1 follows from the definition. iD7 $ A,,+1 , since 1, E A,,+1 
implies 1 E AD1 which is false. It follows that the A,, form a properly 
descending chain of multiplicatively irreducible inteals. 
Next we show that the index of A,, is pr. 
I, = (i--s)‘(l) = ~0(-l)‘(;)x+4~V 
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implies X, = 0~0 + ollxl + *-- + CX,-~X,-~ (mod A,,), 0 < oli < p. Now since 
AD7 is an inteal, 
0 < /J, < p, and similarly for x,+~ , xr+a ,..., so that a = ~~=, aixi implies 
a z ~+cc~x~+-~~+~,.~~~~-~ (mod &), 0 < (Y~ <p. Thex,, i = 0, l,..., 7 - 1, 
generate 21Z/A,, , so that i(&,) 1 p*. Since i(ADo) = 1, and the inclusions 
in our descending chain are proper, i(A,,) = p’. Since, in particular, 
~&/A,I z=z Z, is a field, A,1 is prime. 
Next we show A,? is principal (as an inteal), and inteal-generated by 
i I i.e., -&f-L that A,, = (i,,)* = the smallest inteal containing i,, . Since 
(l,r)* = (p) also, we may reduce coefficients of (I,)* modulo p in our 
arguments. iDr E A,, implies (i,,)* C A,, , we show A,, C (i,,)*. 
Let 
aE~p, . i,, = i (-l>i (J+dp) E (I,,)* 
i=O 
implies x, = y. + ylxl + ... + y,.--lx,-l (mod (i,,)*), (i,,)* an inteal implies 
s(q) = x,+~ G yO’ + yr’xr + ... + y~-lx,-, (mod (i,,)*), similarly for 
X r+2 9 %+3 , etc., just as in the previous argument, where 0 < yi , y;’ < p. 
It follows that 3b z /3, + &xl + ... + &x,-~ (mod (i,,)*), such that 
u s b (mod (is,)*). Assume (iprel)* = A+. b E A,, C A,,-t = (i,r-l)* 
and x,-~ = CIii &xi (mod A,,-1) with 6, = 1 implies 
T-2 
b = C (pi + Si/$-l)xi s 0 (mod A+), 
d=O 
which implies /3; + Si,Br-l = 0 (modp), since i, 3% ,..., 5r-r are free generators 
of 21z/Ap,-~ by the index argument above (%< is the image of xi in ‘%,/A,M). 
b E A, implies ~,,(b,~) = 0. We claim also that ~-&b,~) = PO , for, suppose 
7 = pm - t, then 
bl = (i - s)“(Bo + ... + L-1%1 + b’) 
= (i - ~)“(Po + ... + 87-1X,-l) + (i - wq, 
where b’ E (is,)* CA, and so, ~,~((i - ~)~(b’)) = 7&b,.‘) = 0. Since 
7-1+t = pm- t - 1 + t = pm - 1, the only subscript which pllL 
divides in (i - s)“(po + ... + &rxr-J = PO + /3r’x1 + ..* + /3:--l+t~r--l+t is 
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the 0 subscript, so /3,, z 0 (modp). j$ + S&.-r = 0 (mod?) and ,!I,, = 0 
implies ,8,.-i = 0 (mod p), and this implies /$ = 0 (mod p) for i # 0. We have 
now that a = b = ,$, + ,k$x, + ... + j&.-rx,.-r E 0 (mod (i,,)*), so a E ADr 
implies a E (i,,)*, or, AD7 C (i,,)*. 
Now let A be any inteal with norm (p) of Class I. We wish to show A = A,, 
for some r. We show first that 3m such that AD,, C A. Let a E A be a 1 - p 
element so that a = 1 + C;=, aijxij, where ail # 0. Let Y be such that 
pr ( ij for j = 1, 2 ,..., s, but pr+l 7 ij for some 3. We apply the following 
process to a: 
(i) Multiply a by x9, + xzpV + a** + x(9-1)91. The result is: a’ = 
X9’ + ~2~7 + ... + ~(~-1)~r + Cj”=l aijyij E A, where 
Yi, z I -xii if pr+l 7 ij Xi .+ll I (mod P>. 3 p + Xij+2p'. + *** + xij+tp-l)pr if Pr+l I 4 
(To prove, use Lucas’ result.) 
(ii) Add a and a’ to get: 
a” = 1 + Xpr f  xzpl + *‘* + X~p-l)pr + i OlijCxij +YiJ EA* 
j=l 
(iii) Add a” and -P’(u”): 
a 111 = 1 - xp7+1 + 
( 
il %i(xij + Yij - Xij+f - sqyij) 
1 
E A. 
NOW in 8, if pr+r r ij , then x. + yi. = 0, and -x~~+~~ - ~‘(y,,) = 
-x~,+~’ + xif+Pr = 0 (modp), and “;f pr+l’j ij , then 
Xij + yi, - xi,+,p? - ‘“‘(Yij) 3 
EE xij + xi.+9’ + ". + Xij+(p-l)pr - xii+pl - xij+2pv - "* - xij+*7+' 
G xij - ~~I+~v+l (mod p), 
so all indices in a”’ are divisible by p?+l. I f  a”’ = 1 + bj,xi, + ... + 6j11xiS1 , 
bj, = 0, we have: 
(1) & < is + Pr+l, 
(2) s1p7+1 < & , so 
(3) slpr+l < i, +pr+1. 
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We apply our process n times to get: S,JY+~ < i, + pr+l + *.. + pr+n = 
i, + p’+l((p” - l)/(p - I)), which implies 
(dP/(P - 1)))P” G (GlP’)(Pl(P - 1)) = K 
or, 
ST8 G W/P”) + (P/(P - 1)). 
We choose n so that s, = 1, then b = 1 + olxj E A, and if j = pm, then 
7(b) = 0 (modp) implies 01 GE -1 (modp), b EZ 1 - q,, = i,, E A. I f  
j = tpm, b = 1 - xtPm, apply step (i) to get: 
b’ = xpm + xZpm + -.* + ~~~-~,~rn + xtpn E A, 
add b’ and b for: b” = 1 + xDm + a** + ~(~,_r)~~, apply 9” and subtract for: 
b”’ = b” - @(b”) 
= 1 + Xp + ... + X(B-l)pm - (Xpm + x.&pi + ... + x,m+1> 
= 1 - Xpm+l ES i,,m+l E A. 
We have now, for A of Class I, 3m such that AD, C A, and Appm C A C A, 
implies i(A) = pr for i < r < pm. If i(A) = pm, then A = ADD,,, . Let 
B is a prime norm Class I inteal, 
and assume that for all B E 23, B = A,, . Suppose A # A,, , let A’ = A n APv, 
then AD+,, C A’ C A,, a(A’) = (l), T(A’) = (p) implies A’ E b, and so 
A’ = As,. Let a E A be such that a $ A’. a E A C A, implies there exists t 
such that b = at 4 ADo, but b, E Ass, and since b E A, we have that 
b E A,.-1 C A,, , however, b = a, E A implies b E A,, n A = A’ = A,, . 
Contradiction! A = A,, . 
APr for r # 1 is not prime, since px, = xs-r(xl + p - 1) E A,, , but 
neither of the factors does. 
Finally, let a be any 1 - p element in A,, , then (a)* C A,, , ~((a)*) = (I), 
~((a)*) = (p) implies (a)* = A,z for 1 > Y. Now if a $ AD,.+1 , then (a)* = 
A,z = A,r . I f  a is a genrator (inteal sense!) of A,?, then l,, = zI=, c&a), 
and o(l,,) = fl = u(c,,) u(a) implies u(a) = Ifl. 
implies ~(a) = -J-p, or, a is a 1 -p element. 
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To give the corresponding result for Class II norm (p) inteals, we need the 
following definitions. 
DEFINITION 6. a is called ap - 1 element if u(a) = &p, and ~(a) = * 1. 
DEFINITION 7. Let sa =a, ru =~(,.-~a), and -+a = d(-,+,a) for Y = 1,2 ,... . 
DEFINITION 8. +IZ E y;l(y&z)) is called a normed p - 1 representative 
of ru if it is ap - 1 element. DVi = p - (p - 1)x, is a normed representative 
of 1 in J. .,a are not uniquely defined. 
DEFINITION 9. Let u9 = y2, o U: ‘%z -+ E, . 
PROPERTIES 9. p = l(T-lu) for Y 3 1, .+.a = &-+la) for r 3 0. 
10. ru = ~~(a), +a = d’(u) for r 3 0. 
11. r(u + b) = ,a + rb, ,(ola) = LY,U where a, b E 21cz , Y, 01 E Z. -,.~(a) = 
+.+,a for Y 2 0. 
12. -,(ub) = -,ub + a(-& - (-,a)(-$). 
13. up is a Z-algebra homomorphism. 
DEFINITION 10. Let &I = & , &I = {a 1 a E 8~-IA, ~&,a) = 0}, 
Y = 1, 2 )...) r, = 1 - r. 
PROPERTIES 14. Y > 1: (a) Ia E Dr+lA t) a E DvA. 
(b) u~~rA-t_~u~ A. 8’-1 
15. .?A is an inteal. 
The proofs of Properties 9-15 above, as well as the proof of the ensuing 
theorem, follow the general pattern of the corresponding previous properties. 
THEOREM 3. If A is an inteul with prime norm of Class II, then A = pPA 
for some Y, Y > 1. These inteuls form a properly descending chain of multipli- 
cutively irreducible inteals of which only DIA is prime. For any Y, the index of 
.,A is p: A *, is a principal inteal, generated by any of the p - 1 elements not 
also contuined in ..+lA, and, in fact, BrA = (,,i)*. 
COROLLARY 1. x, E D,A for s > Y, but x, .$ A,, for any s. 
COROLLARY 2. The only prime inteals in 2& are the PA and A, where p is 
a prime number. 
These are immediate consequences of Theorem 1 and Theorem 2. 
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6. PRIME NORM INTEALS IN (pb@ 
Let ‘3 = ‘Uz . We combine the results of the two previous sections to 
completely characterize all prime norm inteals in &%. 
THEOREM 4. There is a l-l inclusion preserving correspondence between the 
open inteals of (‘8, (p>“), and (&%, (j)“), which is norm-invariant as in 
Theorem 1. The only nonnull inteals in ($8 are those of norm (p), and the 
correspondence preserves Class amongst norm ( p) inteals. 
Proof. The correspondence is exactly that of Theorem 1. A  ^C tPj& such 
that A # ($>” implies that f f  = (6) or (I) in .%, since the only proper ideals 
in .t are of the form (j)“. Since A = (8) if and only if 2 = (p), we need 
now only show &(a) = 1) ‘f I and only if a(A) = (1) for such A. Clearly 
a(A) = (1) implies 6(A) = (l), but also, o(A) # (1) implies 7(A) = (1) 
which implies +(A) = (1) and then s(a) = ($) # (I). 
We state only two of the immediate corollaries. 
COROLLARY 1. The only prime norm inteals of tp)& are .,A^ = Cl{v(,,A)} 
and A*,, = Cl{u(A,,)} and th ese may be characterixed in the manner of 
Theorems 2 and 3. 
COROLLARY 2. a an inteal in (J& then 3 # ($>” implies A- is neither 
open nor closed, and is a null inteal. 
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